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Special operations forces us army

By Stacy Zeiger Updated July 01, 2018, Army Delta Forces is one of the most elite teams in the U.S. Army. Only the best and brightest soldiers make it through special forces psychological examination and grueling training. To qualify for a post with Delta forces requires a great deal of physical and mental strength, as well as a desire to make many personal
sacrifices. Even if you meet the basic requirements, you have to go through an intense process to determine whether you are entitled to the condition. With a few exceptions, new employees are generally not eligible for Delta Force training. Often members are from other specialized units such as Army Rangers. Soldiers are ranked E-4 - E8 with at least 2.5
years left of soldiers duty. Since Delta Force membership requires discipline and includes missions that could threaten the safety and security of others, you must also have a history of taking direction well. Those who have disciplinary problems in their military records may not be taken into account. Those interested in becoming part of Delta Force must
undergo an intensive tutorial called Q Course. To even qualify to start the training process, you must score at least 110 for asvab, a multiple-skilled battery test that measures advanced capabilities and helps predict future academic and professional success in the military. The first part of the training consists of 24 days of strenuous physical examinations,
navigation courses in intense conditions, and psychological testing. Candidates carrying out this training are transferred to stage II of the Q course, where they are assigned to a special forces group and attend 18 to 24 weeks of language training. Phase III consists of 13 weeks of small unit tactics and three weeks called Survival, Avoidance, Resistance and
Escape. The fourth phase includes continuing education in the field of designated specialisation. Delta Force training candidates must meet more demanding physical requirements than traditional members of the army. As part of Delta Force, you often work in harsh conditions, such as extreme heat, you travel long distances without basic equipment and
resources. You may need to avoid situations where your life and national security are in danger. Sometimes you can be in a combat zone or participate in a hostage rescue operation. It will take to manage your emotions and focus on working at hand. Even if it is to capture, however, it must be strong enough to keep secrets regarding national security. Most
members of the Army Delta Force possess specialized skills before choosing. These skills include knowledge in a foreign language, in the fight against terrorism, in negotiations or in the language of weapons and explosives. In addition, all Delta Force members must be air qualified or agree to attend qualification training in the air. David Lipscomb updated on
June 27, 2018 for the Army and Air Force has both similarities and differences – some of which might not be as obvious. For although you might think of the Air Force as a military branch that focuses exclusively on aviation, you can also engage in land-based special operations such as army members. By comparing educational requirements, career
pathways and average days in life, you can make a more informed decision about which path is for you. To join the Air Force or Army, you need at least a high school diploma. If you want to fly in one branch or serve as an officer in any capacity, you need to get a college degree. Officials usually graduate from accredited universities to reserve officer training
corps, or attend military academies such as the Air Force Academy or West Point. The Air Force offers officer training school, but you must have got a college degree before enrolling. The Army requires at least 90 hours of college credits to attend the Officer Candidate School, where candidates can also earn commissions. Soldiers soldiers have the
opportunity to become highly specialized warrant officers through warrant officer Candidate School or obtain commissions to successfully complete OCS. Pre-damp testing of both branches centers the armed forces' professional knowledge battery, or ASVAB. Scoring higher – 95 and up range – opens up many more opportunities in technical and intelligence
areas. Both branches assess their points in different categories, including mathematical, mechanical and understanding and reasoning. It is not surprising that the Air Force focuses most of its attention on air missions, whether it involves flying fighter aircraft or providing support from air-to-air troops. However, air force officers may also be involved in the
launch of satellites and rockets into space for intelligence purposes. Seconded air force personnel are usually entrusted with technical roles such as weapons maintenance or information technology services. Both officers and military personnel must be mathematically skilled and technically minded, regardless of their role. The Army provides perhaps the
most extensive role of any military branch. Officials could make a career track as aviators, infantry, armor or artillery commanders. Soldiers in the troops will perform similar roles, although they do not fly unless they progress to justify officer status. With the right of education and authority, you can also become an army doctor or lawyer advising commanders
and defending soldiers in the courts of martial law. Most of the army's roles are in this area, taking the fight directly to the enemy and securing critical strategic locations. The Air Force also offers army-like positions in special operations, such as tactical air patrol party specialist. These specialists work on the ground, embedded with the army and navy. Their
main task is to communicate the exact coordinates and information so that pilots can provide accurate close air support to ground troops. Air Force Pararescue sweaters go into territory to find downed downed Using battle and other skills to get everyone home safe. Army special ops include rangers and special forces. These units can allocate anything from
capturing enemy assets, such as airports, to the realignment of high value targets. Any of the industries moving up the ranks involves the lay out of the expertise and leadership of supervisors and commanders. You are advised to promote after going through the ranks of the original soldiers, where most of the shares are automatic. Officers must demonstrate
sufficient command and command capability to continue to move forward. Any military branch that gets passed more than twice the development is a sign that you may not be able to move up the ranks further. The Army and air force employ boards that are not started by officers whose achievements are being assessed to determine development
opportunities. Android Tactical Assault Kit (ATAK) is being dumped on the iPhone Tactical Assault Kit (iTak), reports DoDBuzz. Tactical Assault Kits are used by army special operations forces to interact with the Organization's Nett Warrior Combat SituationAl Awareness Tool. The smartphone system allows unit leaders to track their location and the locations
of other soldiers on the map, and allows them to view the flow of intelligence, surveillance and intelligence sensors, such as drones, directly into their smartphones. How DoDBuzz reports: iPhone is faster; Smoother. Android freezes up and has to be restarted too often, the source said. The problem with Android is particularly notable when viewing live feeds
from unmanned aerial systems like Instant Eye, the source said. When trying to run a split screen showing the route and UAS feed, android smart phone freeze and fail to refresh properly and often have to be re-opened, a process that wastes valuable minutes, the source said. It's seamless for the iPhone, according to the source. The graphics are clear,
unbelievable. The deaths of three U.S. Army Special Forces soldiers in Niger have brought American operations to the country under new control. At the same time, the Pentagon has been particularly tight-lipped about the nature of the incident, despite the wealth of publicly available information, questioning the exact nature of advising and assisting the
mission in the West African country. On October 4, 2017, an unknown group attacked both american special operators and a patrol of Nigerien security forces near the village of Tongo Tongo, less than 20 miles south of the border with Mali. The next day, the U.S. Africa Command, which oversees all U.S. military missions to the continent, confirmed that
three Americans had died, two were injured, and that one member of the partner nation had died, but little else. We are - they're undergoing operations, and we're going on - no more information right now, Dana White, the Pentagon's chief spokesman, said during a press briefing on October 5, 2017, became a common refrain from questions of attack. I'm
going to have to just say the ongoing actions, we're not ready to go any information about them right now. It's no secret that the U.S. military is in the process of operations in Niger and neighbouring countries. In February 2013, President Barack Obama told Congress, as required by a resolution on the powers of war, that he had deployed around 100
American personnel to the country to control unmanned aerial vehicle surveillance clothing. President Donald Trump sent his letter in June 2017 stating that the number had increased more than six times. These approximately 645 individuals provide training and security assistance to the Nigerien armed forces in their efforts to combat violent extremist
organizations in the region, U.S. Africa Command said in its second press release on the Tongo Tongo incident. The U.S. government has previously recognized this detail, too. U.S. Army Special Forces soldiers train with Nigerien forces in 2017. However, anonymous sources told the New York Times that Special Forces personnel were on intelligence
patrols with their Nigerien counterparts at the time, suggesting that these advisory personnel are having a greater role in the actual field. This is in line with the actions the Pentagon has described as advising and assisting nature – many of which seem very close to active combat with any fundamental importance – in other countries such as Iraq, Syria and
Somalia. The Pentagon has so far refused to officially describe the nature of the engagement in any particular way. French helicopters and fixed-wing combat aircraft participated in an immediate response, as well as in a subsequent operation carried out by Nigerien forces in response to the attack. The Times said that the gunships, which were most likely
Airbus Helicopters Tigers, helped beat back the militants during the incident itself. French media said that other helicopters - either NHIndustries NH90, Aérospatiale Pumas, or Eurocopter Super Pumas - helped rush the victims back to Niamey for treatment. Mirage 2,000 fighter jets were also involved at some point, according to French media reports. It is
not clear who called the French, but the US and Nigerien military closely coordinate with the country's forces in the region. France launched Operation Barkhane in August 2014, a major counter-terrorism operation covering Burknia Faso, Chad, Mali, Mauritania and Niger, involving around 4,000 French personnel. There are Tigers and other helicopters
forward stationed in malian town of Gao, about 150 miles northwest of Tongo Tongo, and Mirages by Chadian Capital N'Djamena, 900 miles or so east. More transport helicopters could be found in niger's capital, Niamey, where France is its MQ-9 mower and EADS Harfang drones. French workers also regularly carry out dispersed operations. Pentagon
spokesman Dana White cannot say whether or not American air support is on call. The Times reported that the drones operated in the area from the U.S. Air Force's own base in Niamey. U.S. Army Nigerien soldiers during a U.S.-led exercise in 2017. It is almost surprising that US forces are in Niger, given its particularly strategic location. As a center point
for the Pentagon's counterterrorism efforts in North and West Africa, grouped together under the comprehensive operation nickname Juniper Shield, there are few better countries. In the north there is Libya, where militants and terrorists have taken advantage of the chaotic situation that followed the extortion of the long-standing dictator Muammar Gaddafi in
2011, not small thanks to a NATO-led United Nations-backed coalition. More recently, the ISIS faction has become a constant threat in the central desert of the country after American-backed forces loyal to the internationally recognized government in Tripoli sifted terrorists from the coastal city of Sirte. Their rapid gains in 2012 led to a crisis that led to
Malian's military strength to overwhelm the country's President, Amadou Toumani Toure, after they became infuriated by his poor handling of the situation. The United States later admitted that it had bungled earlier attempts to train Malian security forces. With American support, France intervened, eventually addressing a UN-approved peacekeeping
mission in 2013. The United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilisation Mission in Mali, also known by its French acronym MINUSMA, remains in the country today with a European Union-led military assistance mission and a limited American military presence, which is also tasked with assisting the country's security forces. IN 2010, SOCAFRICA US
special operators inspect Malia's special forces. Since 2013, various militant groups have repeatedly split, reformed and reformulated themselves as entrepreneurs of different organisations, which usually face friction because of competing programmes and ideologies. Underlining the complexity of keeping these units straight, in March 2017, part of Al
Qaeda's Islamic Maghreb, Tuareg-Islamist group Ansar Dine and another Al Qaeda-affiliated umbrella organisation known as Al Mourabitoun announced that they had joined forces to form Jama'at Nasr al-Islam in support of the Muslim Currah (JNIM) or the Group for the Support of Islam and Muslims (GSIM). In addition, another ISIS-aligned faction, the
Islamic State of the Great Sahara (ISGS), appeared in Mali in 2016. ISGS consists of members of Al Mourabitoun who had refused to re-dedicate themselves to Al Qaeda if all this wasn't enough, to the south, niger borders northern Nigeria, where another Islamist group, Boko Haram, began its reign of terror in 2009. The group sparked international outrage in
2014 when they kidnapped more than 250 school girls from the city of Chibok. In 2015, its leadership announced that it was becoming part of ISIS, sometimes referring to itself as Islamic State-West Africa (IS-WA). While it seems likely that one of the Malian groups was responsible for the attack near Tongo Tongo, given the proximity of the country's border,
it is possible that any of these regional groups could have been involved in the ambush. The official U.S. Defense Media Activity news story described the incident with subheader Fighting Al-Qaida in Africa, but it was unclear if it was an indication that the JNIM or another Al Qaeda faction was behind the attack. There is always the possibility for a new group
to present itself or fighters, so that in the end only smugglers or bandits who also use regions in many uninhabited and therefore unmanaged spaces. Kyodo via AP Images After Boko Haram attack in Nigeria in 2015. With all these security concerns, it makes sense that the U.S. military would be interested in Niger. That wasn't always the case, though. From
2011, U.S. Africa Command was the second to 11 trans-Saharan countries to be involved in the engagement priority, also known as the Sahel, which separates North Africa from the true sub-Saharan continent, according to one official briefing. AFRICOM briefing slide would be a priority for U.S. Africa Command involvement in the Sahel from 2011. Libya
was last important for a comprehensive mission, which it once called Operation Enduring Freedom-Trans Sahara or OEF-TS. This was a military component of all government efforts to bring together the countries of the region, known as the Trans-Saharan Counter-Terrorism Partnership (TSCTP). Niger was placed so low because of the semi-undetermined
limited access because of the current USG [US Government] policy. Critics say that Niger's President Mahamadou Issoufou, who has been in charge since 2011, is effectively a dictator, accusing him of various human rights abuses. However, the same objections apply to almost all TSCTP members. Regardless, when gaddafi's government collapsed and
took Mali with it, things quickly began to change. In 2013, Under President Obama's leadership, the U.S. Air Force stood up for the 409th Air Expeditionary Group, Deferment 2 to manage an indefinite number of MQ-9 Mowers flying from the American-managed part of Niger's Air Force Base Aérienne 101, itself tacked on diori Hamani International Airport
Niamey.The Reapers' main job was initially to keep tabs on the situation in Mali, providing information back to American and French personnel on the ground as part of the effort to , which eventually became known as Operation Juniper 768. Expeditions Air Base Squadron finally arrived to manage the day-to-day operations of the so-called site. Usaf U.S. Air
Force Lieutenant General Richard Clark( Third Air Force Commander) looks across the Niamey flight line in 2016. A year after Obama first announced the drone action, Niger's then Interior Minister, Massoudou Hassoumi, implied to Radio France Internationale that having American and French forces present was the least these countries could do after
throwing the entire region into chaos, deposing Gaddafi in Libya without a clear plan to stabilize the situation. The countries responsible for this should provide after-sales services and intervene in Libya again, he said. As the battle of Mali dragged on, the situation in Libya has not stabilized. The opposite happened, and in July 2014, the U.S. Marines helped
other U.S. Embassy staff in Tripoli evacuate neighboring Tunisia. There was something of an increase in terrorist attacks in Algeria, also thanks to many of the same groups operating in the northern Mali.By in late 2014, the U.S. military had begun to work to expand facilities at Niger's Air Force Base in Aérienne 201, attached to Manu Dayak International
Airport in the city of Agadez far northeast of Niamey. The United States plans to create the necessary equipment for another MQ-9 Mower operation that is ready soon, according to Stars and Stripes. U.S. military and contractor-operated manned intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft also operate throughout Africa.Today, 724. Expeditions Air
Base Squadron manages the goings and comes american aircraft and personnel to Agadez. 409. The Air Expeditionary Group has transferred its principal operating base to Niamey by deactivating a separate separation. De-de-deterking 1, which manages drone flights from the Seychelles for a period of time before moving inland to Arba Minch in Ethiopia,
also no longer exists. Usaf U.S. Air Force personnel standard guard as others unload a C-130J cargo plane at Agades Base. While drone missions command most public attention, they reflect only a small portion of the activities the Pentagon has publicly, albeit discreetly, acknowledged in Niger. In 2015, the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA), the U.S.



military's main logistics arm, bought and pre-stuffed aviation fuel at Zinder Airport, less than 100 miles north of the Nigerian border, to serve as a pit stop for American aircraft. More recently, in August 2017, DLA issued a new contract documentation for fuel purchases across Africa. The list includes planned supplies of petrol and diesel, what things you need
to drive trucks and mobile generators, in five more locations scattered across the country. The money would come from accounts linked to Special Operations Command Africa, the leading organization responsible for the Trans-Sahara military assistance mission that had morphed from the OVF-TS into account Juniper shield sometime in 2013. Currently,
special operations operations in the region are coordinated by a forward-looking headquarters known as Special Operations Command forward - North africa and West Africa, or SOCFWD-NWA. Among other things, this organization runs an annual Flintlock special operations task that usually revolves to another state each year. This year's iteration included
dispersed drills in Burkina Faso, Chad, Cameroon, Niger, Mauritania, Morocco and Tunisia. USAF Airmen of 724. Expedition Air Base Squadron move generator Agadez. Niger's sites that the DLA listed in the contract documents are almost certain when both U.S. special operations and conventional forces conduct this training and advise and assist missions
with the Nigerien military, including one that American special operators were on when they came under attack near Tongo Tongo. One of these places, Ouallam, is about halfway between Niamey and this small village, and it could have been where the patrol staff were based. It is unclear how well worked or supported any of these sites are on a daily basis.
It's quite possible that Americans only temporarily occupy them during special training events, staying in larger facilities in populated centers like Niamey the rest of the time. We know that just getting from one to another can be dangerous given Niger's limited infrastructure. The United Nations placed the desperately poor country in the second world in its
human development index for 2016. The Central African Republic was the lowest on the list. In February 2017, a member of the U.S. Army's 3rd Special Forces Group (Airborne) died during a routine administrative movement , i.e. while travelling by car or truck, from one location to another , somewhere in Niger. 3. From focusing on operations in Afghanistan
in 2015, he reorganized to missions in Africa, taking the 10th Special Forces Group (Airborne) as the main provider of special operations forces on the continent. Although the Pentagon has not publicly confirmed this, anonymous sources have told various media that it was special forces soldiers from that unit who died in the ambush eight months later. USAF
U.S. Air Force personnel patrol part of American base Agadez. We don't know if the remote and ascetic nature of many of these Nigerien sites puts American personnel at any greater risk if they become seriously injured for any reason. Pentagon spokesman Dana White did not respond to questions at a press briefing on October 5, 2017 about the type of
medical assistance available on duty, if any, during the attack on Tongo Tongo.Ir, an indication that there may be additional dangers only because of Niger's geography and distance among the largest population. In the January-March 2017 special war edition, the Army's official Special Operations Journal, Colonel Wilson, a former commander of the 3rd
Special Forces group, painted what seemed like a rather gloomy picture. Long-term care on the ground and sustaining accidents for a very long time is something very different from what we find in the continental United States. We are lined with limited medical resources in a very complex environment with huge threats not only from the enemy, but also
from the geography that we have new, he explained. Our surgeons and our special forces medical sergeants are doing a phenomenal job of taking a new approach medically. This affects our mission and how we prepare for our mission. Since at least 2014, U.S. Transportation Command, through the U.S. Navy and Air Force, has managed to contract the
phase of one fixed-wing aircraft and one rotary-wing aircraft in Niamey to support personnel recovery, accident evacuation, and air services for 24 hours, seven days a week. The draft contract documentation indicated that a company providing services could normally wait 48 hours before the mission, but should be prepared to go within three hours. Under
the leadership of the local commander, they could end up with a one-hour alert. Each aircraft had to be able to take four litter victims at the same time. In August 2017, the US military approved a request to award the contract directly to Berry Aviation without competition in order to continue providing this support. Transportation Command officials said they
needed to keep the company at work until it ordered offers for the next deal to close the gap in critical service. In Africa, diseases that require CASEVAC [accident evacuation] services are usually associated with wounds from enemy fire or fighting, the so-called grounds and confirmation document explained. There are no ambulances or ambulance services
to support the U.S. military in these austere locations, except for contracted services. The need for these critical support services is so urgent that ensuring a fair opportunity would jeopardise the lives of US military members in this area, which is unacceptable. We do not know what the status of the Berry Aviation aircraft was at the time of The Niamey, or
they were performing other missions at the time. According to previous contract documents, both aircraft are available to commanders throughout North and West Africa, not just niger, if necessary. We know contractors ferried airman need unspecified medical care from a location in Niger to landstuhl military hospital at least once in September 2016. USAF
This contractor operated Gulfstream III in September 2016, which transported an air carrier in need of medical care to Niger to Germany in September 2016. It's an operational issue that I'm not going to discuss, White insisted a Pentagon presser when asked about casualty evacuations. Partner operations continue even today, so I'm not going to go into
more about it. But the Pentagon's retaliation for discussing the issue, and almost anything else about the attack in Niger, seems curious given the extent of what is known about U.S. military activity in the country. Part of this could be due to President Trump's example that the United States has provided too much information away to its enemies in the past,
promising during his campaign and after winning elections to withhold more details about overseas military activity. This could involve a shoot from the Nigerien government to recognize the extent to which their cooperation with the U.S. or French military. While many African governments want to accept support from the United States, they are well aware
that their citizens' rights may feel that this is proof of new neo-colonial relations and another reason to criticise their authority. It's unclear how long the Pentagon will be able to continue withholding any real official information, especially if there are any suggestions American troops were harmed in the way without proper support. Dead and wounded American
special operators have already forced the U.S. military to recognize basic information about this bizarre incident. Update: On October 6, 2017, CNN reported that anonymous U.S. sources had told them that rescue forces had found a fourth U.S. Army Special Forces soldier who died in Niger after they became separated from the main group during an attack
near Tongo Tongo. Later that day, White House spokeswoman Sarah Sanders confirmed this information, according to the Washington Examiner.CNN also noted that in addition to French forces, more Special Forces soldiers had arrived in the area from the U.S. and U.S. military-stationed U.S. Navy SEAL element naval air station in Sigonella in Sicily, Italy,
a common staging point for American response forces in Africa. Navy special operators were ultimately not deployed in Niger.Contact the author: joe@thedrive.com t forget to register your email address address
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